
Our conveyancing team

LACHLAN CRAMB
SOLICITOR | CONVEYANCING

Lachlan joined the team in 2016 while completing his dual Bachelor
degree in Law/Criminology and Criminal Justice at Griffith University. He
has since graduated and was admitted to the Supreme Court of
Queensland in 2018. 
 
Lachlan  strives to provide friendly customer service at all times. 

BELINDA CLEM 
RECEPTIONIST
Belinda is our friendly receptionist and your first point of contact with us.
Belinda is based at our Buddina office and you will most likely be greeted
by her at your next appointment or over the phone. 

ROBERT CARTMILL 
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR | COMMERCIAL & PROPERTY LAW

Robert has a strong interest in all aspects of business and commercial
law and frequently deals with business sales and acquisitions as well as
commercial leasing.
 
Robert acts as an honorary solicitor for many local clubs and believes in
providing effective and practical legal solutions and direction. 

HARRY MCDONALD
SOLICITOR | COMMERCIAL & PROPERTY LAW

Harry joined the team in 2017 after graduating from the University of the
Sunshine Coast with a Bachelor of Laws and was admitted to the
Supreme Court of Queensland in early 2018.
 
Harry practises in all areas of the firm's Commercial & Property Law
department and heads the conveyancing team. 

KYLE BOTTS
CONVEYANCER | CONVEYANCING

Kyle joined the team in 2014 and currently specialises in the purchase
and sale of property. Kyle prides himself on efficient and friendly
customer service and ensures your transaction is dealt with most
professionally. 



Kyle Botts and the team at Greenhalgh Pickard Solicitors and

Accountants were amazing. Kyle was very easy to deal with. He

was friendly, efficient and made us feel at ease with the

process of purchasing our new home. Highly recommended

DAVID F INCH,  MAY 2019

Harry McDonald was engaged to handle the conveyancing of

my recent sale and purchase of property on the Sunshine

Coast.Harry has a professional, friendly manner, offering

excellent advice when needed and always accessible by phone

or email. I am very happy with the service provided by

Greenhalgh Pickard Solicitors & Accountants.

LYNDA DWYER ,  APR IL ,  2019

I found Greenhalgh Pickard to handle the legal aspects of our

property sale in an extremely professional, efficient and

considerate manner. I would have no issue recommending to

anyone looking for quality legal representation on the

Sunshine Coast.

JARED TOLL IDAY ,  MAY 2019

Lachlan from Greenhalgh Pickard provided excellent service

over what was a very long process from contact to settlement.

Kept me informed along the way and made the my first home

purchase on my own a stress free experience.

JANE GOODWIN ,  ARP IL  2019

What our clients say about us



Great conveyancing! Thorough and knowledgeable! Thanks

Kyle.

IAN ALLEN ,  APR IL  2019

Lachlan at Greenhalgh Pickard Solicitors and Accountants was

fantastic. He was informative and helpful every step of the way.

The sale was complicated, yet the fee for his services remained

fixed. I couldn 't have asked for better service and I highly

recommend this firm.

TAL ITHA PASSEY ,  MARCH 2019

We were impressed with our initial interview with Lachlan

Cramb at Coolum Beach who handled our recent

conveyancing transfers. He was friendly and welcoming

throughout and generous with his time. We had a few false

starts with withdrawn contracts which he handled with calm

professionalism and helped us immensely to cope with and

understand our rights at each stage. When we had questions,

he always provided prompt and thorough replies. We were

very happy with the service provided and would engage

Lachlan again if required and happily refer him to others.

KAREN MALONEY ,  MARCH 2019
 

We couldn 't be happier with the fantastic service we

received.From start to finish, Kyle and his team were

professional and friendly and their communication was first

class.Thank you again.

BILLY  T I L LOTT ,  FEBRUARY 2019



Greenhalgh Pickard was recommended to me by a trusted

friend and certainly exceeded expectations. Harry managed

our purchase and settlement, very professional with sound

advice and meticulous with all records and accounting. Thank

you for the excellent service, I will be recommending

Greenhalgh Pickard to family and friends.

IA IN  SWINTON,  FEBRUARY 2019

This firm acted for my mother-in-law (Yvonne McLeary) for the

sale and purchase of her new unit. She is elderly and easily

confused and they were very patient and understanding

throughout the whole process. We would certainly recommend

them!

BERNIE  PARKER ,  NOVEMBER 2018

I have found Harry friendly, professional and efficient with all

the dealings we had during the sale of my property. His advice

was “spot on” which led to smooth transaction.Thank you

Harry and Kyle.

RICHARD STYLES ,  DECEMBER 2018

Very efficient and professional service. Big thanks to Harry for

pointing out some deficiencies in a property purchase. Could

have ended badly if not for Harry 's advice. Will definitely use

this firms services if required in the future.

MICHAEL  O 'KEEFE ,  NOVEMBER 2018



The Greenhalgh team were invaluable in the purchase of our

home. Simple and streamlined processes, great

communication and great issue resolution skills. 

Thanks again Kyle!

MARTIN ROSE ,  NOVEMBER 2018

Service was provided on a purchase of a house. Excellent

documentation was provided explaining all requirements and

options. Staff service was always prompt and courteous. We

felt we were in very safe hands in working through the legal

aspects of an important transaction.

GRAHAM TOWNSEND,  OCTOBER 2018

Kyle and Harry made the settlement of our new property

seamless and problem free. I would highly recommend the

team for a professional service

GEMMA KEOGH,  NOVEMBER 2018

This is the 4th property my wife and I have used the services of

this firm since 1982. We have every confidence in them to

ensure that our investments are transacted correctly. Wayne

and Annette Roberts

WAYNE ROBERTS ,  OCTOBER 2018

Harry made my sale a pleasure. It can be very stressful but he

just plodded along doing his bit. I am very impressed. Thanks

Harry x

JUDY JACKSON,  OCTOBER 2018



Harry, Sarah and the team made buying our first home a

breeze. They were so helpful, friendly and informative

throughout the whole process and I couldn’t recommend them

enough. Thanks again!

ALEXANDRA D IVALL ,  OCTOBER 2019

Greenhalgh Pickard Solicitors and Accountants assisted me

with my land purchase, kept me informed and guided

throughout the process, pleasure to deal with.

KONSTANTIN TROF IMOV,  SEPTEMBER 2019

Greenhalgh Pickard were fantastic to work with. They handled

all of our conveyancing and were very professional and I

would highly recommed their services. Kyle kept us informed

and was punctual throughout the entire process. Great Service!

GUS SCHULZ ,  OCTOBER 2019


